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Abstract (en)
The invention represents an electrical-to-thermal energy conversion and heat exchange maintenance device and can be used during heating up
liquids e.g., in systems of heating and hot steam-water supply systems of industrial and residential facilities, and in other cases requiring heat-up
and vaporization of fluids. The electric steam generator includes flat ferromagnetic core with rods to create a closed magnetic field inside them.
The primary windings represent coils on rods, and are electrically insulated from them. The total tubular secondary winding is insulated within the
magnetic field and embraces all the rods of the ferromagnetic core so that each rod is wrapped with several closed turns. Tube turns located in the
intertube space are electrically-parallelly inextricably externally interconnected in the tube center plane parallel to the magnetic induction vector of
the rods. On the intertube space periphery there is at least one distant cylindrical element installed between the secondary tubular winding turns
and externally inextricably connected with turns in centerplane of tubes parallel to magnetic induction vector of the rods. The invention enables
improvement of reliability and steam production performance of the steam generator.
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